Emergency Rain Cover Use and Care Instructions
Small and Medium Models
For more information please visit: www.thinktankphoto.com

USAGE INSTRUCTIONS

Hot Shoe Mount
Keep the rain cover in place.
Slide the Hot Shoe Mount fully into the camera’s flash hot shoe to keep the cover correctly positioned while in use.

Attach to Lens Hood
Create a watertight seal between the lens hood and Emergency Rain Cover.
1. Position the cover so the lens opening is as close to the front edge of the lens hood as possible. Reference the Think Tank logo(s) to ensure that the cover is evenly centered on the lens hood.

Dual Viewing Modes
Choose to view the back of your camera either through the clear window or fold the cover up over itself for unobstructive view though the view finder.
1. We recommend leaving the cover in the full-coverage position in heavy rains or when wind may blow rain onto the back of your camera.

2. In light rain you may choose to fold the back of the cover up and over itself for easier viewing through your camera’s view finder.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS

Care Instructions
1. To preserve the waterproof coatings on the fabric, allow the cover to dry completely before storage.
2. Clean by rinsing with water only. Do not use soaps and do not machine wash. Permanent damage will result.